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Overview of our funds
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Figure 1: LTIF Classic EUR
vs. MSCI Daily TR Net World Index EUR

Table 1 and figures 1 through 4 show the evolution of the Net Asset Value
of our Funds during the last quarter. Unlike in the previous two quarters,
there was not much intra‐quarter volatility; the market “crises” (Brexit,
Deutsche Bank) happened at the two ends of the period.
Table 1: Net Asset Value ‐ Net assets under management of our funds
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Figure 2: LTIF Stability A Cap EUR
vs. HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index EUR

∆ 3m

∆ YTD

LTIF Classic [EUR]

358.79

8.0%

8.3%

9.2%

141*

LTIF Stability A Cap [EUR]

169.54

7.8%

4.4%

6.5%

141*

94.49

9.1%

37.9%

‐0.5%

8

193.50

8.3%

1.2%

2.9%

6

(Total return, dividends included)

Source: SIA Group

We discussed the Brexit episode in the last Newsletter. We don’t think it’s
going to have a meaningful impact on our companies’ profitability. No‐
body knows, of course, because nothing is settled. Some outcomes could
clearly be harmful to parts of the UK economy. However, the rest of the
world will mostly keep turning.
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Figure 3: LTIF Natural Resources EUR
vs. S&P Global Nat. Res. Net TR Index EUR
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As we write this, the “crise du jour” is now that of Deutsche Bank. After
several months of worrying about Italian banks, it’s now the turn of the
German ones to face the spotlight. Investors are certainly right to be
worried about these entities, but it is probably wrong to assign a systemic
importance to them that they clearly don’t deserve. One day, there will
perhaps be a “new Lehmann,” but, by definition, it won’t come from
where people expect it. Banks are currently far more solid than in 2008
and the authorities are much more aware of systemic risks. Systemic risks
are really dangerous only when they are not expected.
These episodes of heightened volatility demand that equity investors
review their reasons for investing in shares in the first place.
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Basically, there are two ways to make money by investing in equities. The
first one is to regard shares as a more tradable asset and to try to buy
them low and sell high. This strategy is implicitly behind almost all in‐
vestment commentary: Will the market go up or down? How will the
market react to a given political event? Is this the right time to buy?
Should I sell after the recent price increases? With this approach, you
believe you make money when the market price of your shares goes up
and lose it when it goes down. While it is clear that buying things at one
price and selling them at a higher one is a profitable activity, it’s a strate‐
gy that, in practice, ends badly for most people: When the market goes
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log scale

Figure 4: LTIF Stability Growth TR CHF
vs. HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index
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into a serious decline, people assume they are losing money; they then
extrapolate those losses and “cut them” by selling. Subsequently, they
don’t return to the market for a long time — only once the market has
“healed” and there are no economic problems on the horizon, i.e., when
the market is once again expensive. Investors only need to do this once or
twice over a lifetime to reap very disappointing results.
The second approach is to consider the ownership of shares as participat‐
ing in the ownership of an actual company. In this case, one makes mon‐
ey when the company makes money, not through the share prices’ daily
movements. The difficulty for the investor — particularly for a fund inves‐
tor who owns many companies — is to know how things are going. Own‐
ers of, or important shareholders in a given company can simply ask the
company’s management and learn whether the company is making mon‐
ey or not, and what its prospects are. The share price is irrelevant, be‐
cause the owner is not looking to sell, and well‐informed owners have
experienced share prices moving for no fundamental reason at all.
But, if the share price at a given time is not a good indicator of how the
company is doing, how can the fund investor know how it is faring? This
knowledge is especially important when the economy is doing badly and
the markets are nervous.
To a large extent, this is the situation right now. A number of factors are
making the markets rather more volatile than usual. Correlations are
higher: Everything is simultaneously moving up or down. In the first quar‐
ter, the markets were fixated on the oil price. Every time the oil price
went down, shares in all stocks would go down too. The rationale was
that weak oil prices meant the economy was doing badly and all compa‐
nies would therefore do badly. Of course, we knew already at that time
that the oil prices had dropped due to excess production and the world
was running out of storage space. Literally, the drop in the oil price had
nothing to do with the health of the economy (in fact, this drop was high‐
ly positive for the huge majority of economic players who don’t have an
interest in oil, but consume it). But markets took oil price movements as
excuses to go up or down.
After a while, the market lost interest in oil prices, and started focusing
on Italian banks. As we mentioned, shareholders in those entities have
reason to be concerned, but the narrative that the banks would go bank‐
rupt and drag the whole of Europe down with them was extremely un‐
likely. Later, the shock was Brexit, and now it is Deutsche Bank. Tomor‐
row it may be that the pound is too low, or the dollar (or even oil) too
high, or whatever.
What we really have is a large number of investors trying to follow the
trading strategy we described: buy low and sell high. When there is com‐
petition, this requires one to move fast. However, only one person can be
the first, which means everybody is watching for signs of what others will
do. Big, synchronized movements occur that have nothing to do with un‐
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derlying profits. As we repeat so often: Investors in stocks must get used
to these movements and learn to ignore them, or profit from them by
buying shares when markets panic.
To help our investors follow the second strategy (“fundamental invest‐
ing”), we calculate and publish the profits, dividend, and book value of
our portfolio every year. These are the numbers in which owners are ba‐
sically interested. We also publish the trend that variables follow, as well
as our expectations for the following year. We like to repeat that profita‐
bility is the real “performance” of the Fund, not whatever the share pric‐
es have done lately. In our next Newsletter, which will close the year,
we’ll return to this in more detail.
News on our portfolio
Most of our companies are doing fairly well, some even better than ex‐
pected. This is the case with our salmon producers, now in their fifth year
of increasing profits. World demand for quality protein remains high, and
salmon is an excellent choice for many consumers. In addition, it’s not
easy to increase production at the rate the demand is raising, which
translates into very attractive margins.
In a challenged industry, banking, ING is also doing very well. Its profits
have been higher than expected, its business model is as solid as it is sim‐
ple (serve retail customers efficiently, try to lower costs as far as possi‐
ble), and the company is paying a dividend, which we deem perfectly sus‐
tainable, of more than 6%, with some growth.
Easyjet shares have again gone down this quarter. The market is clearly
concerned about Brexit and about the industry’s growth in capacity. Nev‐
ertheless, we believe the company’s strategy is appropriate and don’t see
its very strong position in Europe being eroded any time soon. With a PE
of less than 10 and dividends above 5%, we believe it’s a solid invest‐
ment, even if this year’s profits will be lower than we all expected. Look‐
ing back, we clearly entered too soon, but we have been adding to our
position at the current lower prices.
Tata Motors, makers of Jaguar and Land Rover cars, is doing extremely
well, with their new models being received very well, which is key in this
industry. The company is a clear beneficiary of the pound’s drop after the
Brexit Referendum.
There is no other noteworthy news on our companies’ performance. Af‐
ter much volatility, the oil price, which, in the short term, determines our
oil producing and oil services companies’ profitability, is back on the level
it was at the beginning of the quarter. We are convinced that these in‐
vestments are going to be extremely profitable in the medium term, as
the world has massively underinvested in oil exploration and develop‐
ment during the last two and a half years. This underinvestment will start
showing in a couple of years’ time, and then it will take several years to
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redress. Right now, the inventory levels accumulated during the past two
years of excess production are very high. They will only drain slowly,
starting in a few months’ time.
We have sold two companies during this quarter, and bought one.
Cummins Inc., a manufacturer of large truck and generator engines, as
well as Pepsi, are excellent companies and we have no doubt they’ll do
well in the future. If we had no limitations regarding the number of com‐
panies we should own, we might have kept them. However, both shares
reached prices that we thought gave us the opportunity to invest the
money in more profitable investments.
One of these investments is Pandora A/S, the company we bought this
quarter. It’s a Danish manufacturer and retailer of inexpensive jewelry,
active throughout the world and founded more than 25 years ago. The
company has a strong manufacturing base, with more than 10,000 em‐
ployees producing its jewels in Thailand. Its development has been noth‐
ing short of spectacular, going from sales of €222 million in 2008 to ten
times that last year. The company is very profitable, with returns above
30% per annum.

5

2.5

Pandora ‐ sales & earnings per share since 2010 in EUR
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Pandora’s key insight has been to provide customers with branded, inex‐
pensive jewelry. Its breakthrough product was a bracelet to which charms
can be added (figure 6). These charms sell for about €50 a piece, and the
company has managed to turn many customers into repeat buyers: holi‐
days, Valentine’s day, birthdays, etc. are occasions to add to the collec‐
tion (two thirds of the sales are intended as gifts). It is expanding its
product portfolio (rings, earrings…) and, at the same time, restructuring
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its retail operations, increasingly turning these into an integrated channel
that can feed data back to the production side. In the end, its strategy is
somewhat similar to that of Inditex’s “fast fashion” with Zara. Pandora
has a design and manufacturing capability that, thanks to its size, is
unique in the world. In addition, it is establishing a very tight interconnec‐
tion between its retail, design, and manufacturing sides. It is currently
producing more than 7 collections per year:
Figure 6: A sample of Pandora’s main products

Source: Pandora

As one can expect, the share price has had a phenomenal performance
since the company went public in 2010 (figure 7)
Figure 7: Share price of Pandora since inception

PANDORA A/S
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However, as the chart shows, the stock has been weak lately. The reason
for this is that the “like for like” sales, i.e., a comparison of the sales in the
same store between this year and last year, have been weak in the US.
This has led the market to fear that the company has reached saturation,
and it is a fad that will pass. We don’t think so and see many avenues for
growth, ranging from expanding distribution in many Asian countries,
which currently only contribute to 20% of worldwide sales, to enlarging
the number of different products, which they are doing successfully, to
increasing the margins through vertical integration, which they are also
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doing. We don’t think Pandora’s competitive advantages are transitory:
After Swarovski, it is the world’s second best known brand in its field (fig‐
ure 8):
Figure 8: The world’s best‐known jewelry brands

Source: Ipsos, Pandora’s investors presentation

Their manufacturing base can do things in terms of variety, quality, and
cost that no competitor can match, as seen in the figure 9 below:
Figure 9: Evolution in products’ quality and sophistication, at even lower costs

Source: Pandora

And its ever tighter distribution and retail systems allow Pandora to tie
both the brand/marketing and the design/manufacturing sides together.
With a forward PE of 13.5 and growth that should exceed 15% in the next
few years, we deem it a solid investment. In addition, it pays good divi‐
dends and buys back shares, as the business is not too capital intensive.
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Stability fund
Our Stability fund is meeting its objective: It provides much of the stock
market’s secular upside, while hedging investors’ positions against large
drops. Its return so far this year, 4.4%, is much, much better than that of
the average long/short fund, which has, so far this year, been ‐3.9%.
Income share class in the Classic Fund
Starting this quarter, we are introducing a special share class of our Clas‐
sic Fund that will distribute dividends. These dividends will be distributed
once a year, and will, of course, depend on the dividends we receive, as
well as the profits we make when selling shares. We expect to start pay‐
ing 4% and to increase this number by 4‐5% per annum. Dividends will be
subject to Luxembourg withholding tax (15%), which all tax‐paying inves‐
tors can deduct.

Looking forward
We believe that, in the next few months, the key source of market volatil‐
ity will be political rather than economic. The presidential elections in the
US could produce a result that much of the market might not like. The
Italian referendum on constitutional reform, to be held on December 4,
risks turning into a slap in the face for the government, as most referen‐
dums have lately been. If either outcome is perceived as “negative,” the
market will gyrate. This will continue if the never‐ending German and Ital‐
ian bank crises are not ended and continue to flare up again. However,
despite this, companies will keep on making money and paying their in‐
vestors solid dividends.
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Figures of the USD classes
Table 2: Net Asset Value ‐ Net assets under management in USD

Annualized Return AUM (in mio)
since Inception *combined Pool

NAV

∆ 3m

∆ YTD

LTIF Classic [USD]

403.20

9.3%

12.0%

10.9%

158*

LTIF Stability A Cap [USD]

176.68

9.0%

8.0%

5.6%

158*

LTIF Natural Resources [USD]

106.19

10.4%

42.7%

‐1.9%

9

Figure 10: LTIF Classic USD
vs. MSCI Daily TR Net World Index USD
log scale
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Figure 11: LTIF Stability A Cap USD
vs. HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index USD
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Figure 12: LTIF Natural Resources USD
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Figures of the CHF classes
Table 3: Net Asset Value ‐ Net assets under management in CHF

September 30, 2016

Annualized Return AUM (in mio)
since Inception *combined Pool

NAV

∆ 3m

∆ YTD

LTIF Classic [CHF]

390.86

8.7%

8.5%

6.9%

154*

LTIF Natural Resources [CHF]

102.94

9.8%

38.2%

‐3.5%

9

193.50

8.3%

1.2%

2.9%

6

LTIF Stability Growth [CHF]
(Total return, dividends included)

Figure 14: LTIF Stability Growth TR CHF
vs. HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index CHF

log scale
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Figure 13: LTIF Classic CHF
vs. MSCI Daily TR Net World Index CHF
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Figure 15: LTIF Natural Resources CHF
vs. S&P Global Nat. Res. Net TR Index CHF
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Figures of the GBP classes
Table 4: Net Asset Value ‐ Net assets under management in GBP

September 30, 2016
LTIF Classic [GBP]

Annualized Return AUM (in mio)
since Inception *combined Pool

NAV

∆ 3m

∆ YTD

310.40

12.5%

27.1%

11.6%

122*

81.75

13.6%

61.9%

1.5%

7

LTIF Natural Resources [GBP]
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log scale

Figure 16: LTIF Classic GBP
vs. MSCI Daily TR Net World Index GBP
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Figure 17: LTIF Natural Resources GBP
vs. S&P Global Nat. Res. Net TR Index GBP
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Legal Notice – Luxembourg
Performance up to 31.05.06 is that of the BVI‐based LTIF, of which the LTIF Luxembourg is an identical successor. Previous performance is audited by Ernst & Young. Past performance is
neither a guarantee nor a reliable indicator of future results. Performance data does not include the commissions and fees charged at the time of subscribing for or redeeming shares.
This information has been furnished to you upon request and solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. It is not intended as an offer or
solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of shares of the Sicav. Neither the Central Administration Agent nor the Investment Manager assume any liability in the case of
incorrectly reported or incomplete information. Please be aware that investment funds involve investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. For a
detailed description of the risks in relation to each share in the investment fund, please see the latest version of the prospectus, simplified prospectus, annual and semi‐annual reports,
which may solely be relied upon as the basis for investment decisions; these documents are available on www.s-i-a.ch or from the Central Administration Agent FundPartner Solutions
(Europe) SA, 15A, avenue J.F. Kennedy, L ‐ 1855 Luxembourg. LTIF Classic, Stability A Cap and Natural Resources (previously Global Energy Value) were approved for distribution in and
from Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) according to Art. 19 al. 1 of the Collective Investment Schemes Act, paying agent is Banque Pictet & Cie SA,
Route des Acacias 60, 1211 Geneva 73, Switzerland. Legal representative in Switzerland is FundPartner Solutions (Suisse) SA, Route des Acacias 60, 1211 Geneva 73, Switzerland; notified
to the Austrian Finanzmarktaufsicht according to §36 of the Investment Funds Act; authorised in France by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) pursuant to Art. 411‐58 of the AMF
General Regulation; authorised by the German Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) according to §132 of the Investment Act; authorised in Italy by the Bank of Italy
and the CONSOB according to Article 42 of Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998; registered in the register of foreign collective investment schemes commercialized in Spain by
the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) pursuant to Art. 15 of the Law on Collective Investment Vehicles; recognised in the United Kingdom by the Financial Services
Authority (FSA) as a recognised scheme within the meaning of Section 264 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
LTIF – Classic EUR
ISIN:
LU0244071956
Telekurs:
2‘432‘569
Bloomberg:
LTIFCLA LX

LTIF – Classic USD
ISIN:
LU0301247077
Telekurs:
3‘101‘820
Bloomberg:
LTIFCLU LX

LTIF – Classic CHF
ISIN:
LU0301246772
Telekurs:
3‘101‘817
Bloomberg:
LTIFCLC LX

LTIF – Classic GBP
ISIN:
LU0750886714
Telekurs:
18‘032‘305
Bloomberg:
LTIFCLS LX

LTIF – Natural Resources EUR
ISIN:
LU0244072335
Telekurs:
2’432’575
Bloomberg:
LTIFGEV LX

LTIF – Natural Resources USD
ISIN:
LU0301247234
Telekurs:
3’101’839
Bloomberg:
LTIFGEU LX

LTIF – Natural Resources CHF
ISIN:
LU0301246939
Telekurs:
3’101’836
Bloomberg:
LTIFGEC LX

LTIF – Natural Resources GBP
ISIN:
LU0457696077
Telekurs:
10’638’983
Bloomberg:
LTIFGEG LX

LTIF – Stability A Cap EUR
ISIN:
LU1128810261
Telekurs:
25’840’496
Bloomberg:
LTISTAE LX

LTIF – Stability A Cap USD
ISIN:
LU1132799310
Telekurs:
25’906’913
Bloomberg:
LTISTAU LX

Central Administration Agent:

Investment Manager:

Custodian:

Registered Office:

FundPartner Solutions (Europe) SA
15 avenue J.F. Kennedy
L‐1855 Luxembourg
Grand‐Duchy of Luxembourg

SIA Funds AG
Alpenblickstrasse 25
CH‐8853 Lachen
Switzerland

Pictet & Cie (Europe) SA
15A avenue J.F. Kennedy
L‐1855 Luxembourg
Grand‐Duchy of Luxembourg

15 avenue J.F. Kennedy
L‐1855 Luxembourg
Grand‐Duchy of Luxembourg
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Legal Notice – Switzerland
Performance up to 30.09.06 is that of the LTIF BVI Fund restated in CHF, of which the LTIF Stability is an identical successor. Previous performance is audited by Ernst & Young. Reports
are available from SIA Group. Past performance is neither a guarantee nor a reliable indicator of future results. Performance data does not include the commissions and fees charged at
the time of subscribing for or redeeming shares. This information has been furnished to you upon request and solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to
any other person. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of shares of the Sicav. Neither the Fund Management Company nor the Investment
manager assume any liability in the case of incorrectly reported or incomplete information. Please be aware that investment funds involve investment risks, including the possible loss of
the principal amount invested. For a detailed description of the risks in relation to each share in the investment fund, please see the latest version of the prospectus, simplified
prospectus, annual and semi‐annual reports, which may solely be relied upon as the basis for investment decisions; these documents are available from the Fund Management Company
FundPartner Solutions (Suisse) SA, Route des Acacias 60, 1211 Geneva 73, or the Investment manager, SIA Funds AG, Alpenblickstrasse 25, CH‐8853 Lachen (www.s-i-a.ch).
LTIF – Stability Growth
ISIN:
CH0026389202
Telekurs:
2’638’920
Bloomberg:
LTIFSTA SW
Administrator:

Investment Manager:

Custodian:

FundPartner Solutions (Suisse) SA
Route des Acacias 60
CH‐1211 Geneva 73
Switzerland

SIA Funds AG
Alpenblickstrasse 25
CH‐8853 Lachen
Switzerland

Banque Pictet & Cie SA
Route des Acacias 60
CH‐1211 Geneva 73
Switzerland
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